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Architecture for extractive summarization of documents

I Two novel and contrasting RNN baseed architectures for
extractive summarization of documents.

– Classifer Architecture
– Selector Architecture

I Two models imitate two human’s strategies for extracting
salient sentences in a document

I Deduce the conditions under which one architecture is
superior to the other based on experimental evidence
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Shared Building Blocks : Bidirectional GRU
I Bidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit(GRU)

– Similiar to LSTM
– Two gates(update gate(z), reset gate(r))

I GRU
zt = σ(xtUz + st−1W z),

rt = σ(xtU r + st−1W z),

ht = tanh(xtUh + (st−1 ◦ rt)W h)

st = (1− z) ◦ ht + zt ◦ st−1

Figure: GRU
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Shared Building Blocks
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Shared Building Blocks

I Both architectures begin with word-level bidirectional GRU
run independently over each sentence in the document.

– The average pooling of the concatenated hidden states of this
bi-GRU is used as an input to another bi-GRU for sentences

I The concatenated hidden states ’h’ from the forward and
backward layers of this second GRU are used as sentence
representaion

I The average pooling of the sentence representations as the
document representation ’d’

I Dynamic summary representation is ’s’ whose estimation is
architecture dependent
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Shared Building Blocks : Score

I For interpretation, explicitly model abstract features such as
salience, novelty and information content.

score(hj , sj , d , pj) =ωcσ(W T
c hj) + ωsσ(cos(hj , d))

+ ωpσ(W T
p pj)− ωrσ(cos(hj , sj)) + b

I d: document representation.
I j is index of sentences in document

– sj is j-th dynamic summary representation.
– hj is j-th sentence representation.
– pj is j-th positional embedding of the sentence computed by

concatenation of embeddingds to forward and backward
position indices of the sentence in the document.

I cos(a,b) is the cosine similiarity between two vector a,b.
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Shared Building Blocks : Score

score(hj , sj , d , pj) =ωcσ(W T
c hj) + ωsσ(cos(hj , d))

+ ωpσ(W T
p pj)− ωrσ(cos(hj , sj)) + b

I (#content richness) + (#salience w.r.t. document)
+(#positional importance) + (# redundancy w.r.t.
summary) + (# bias)

I The differences between two architecture are the estimation of
dynamic summary representation (sj) and the cost function
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Two models : Classifer Architecture(shallow, deep)
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Two models : Classifer Architecture

I Sequentially visit each sentence in the original document.
I Binary classify the sentence in terms of whether it belongs to

the summary
I P(yj = 1|hj , sj , d , pj) = σ(score(hj , sj , d , pj))

I L(W ,w , b) =
−
∑N

d=1

∑Nd
j=1(yd

j logP(yj = 1|•)+(1−yj)log(1−P(yj = 1|•))
I sj =

∑j−1
i=1 hiyi , #(training time)

sj =
∑j−1

i=1 hiP(yi = 1|hi , si , d , pi) #(test time)
I At deep model, use additional GRU-RNN that takes hj as

input
I (When computing score) Replace hj as ĥj = GRU(hj)
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Two models : Selector architecture(shallow, deep)

The simple vector representaion for summary representaion in the
shallow version is replaced with a gated recurrent unit in the deep
version
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Two models : Selector Architecture

I Do no make decisions in the sequence of sentence ordering.
I Pick one sentence that maximizes the score at a time.
I P(I(j) = k|sj , hk , d , pk) =

exp(score(hk ,sj ,d ,pk))∑
l∈{1,...Nd} exp(score(hl ,sj ,d ,pl ))

I L(W ,w , b) = −
∑N

d=1

∑Md
j=1 log(P(I(j)(d)|hI(j)(d) , sd

j , dd)
(Md is number of sentences selected in the ground truth of
document d)

I I(j) = argmaxk∈{1,...Nd}score(hk , sj , d , pk)

I sj =
∑j−1

i=1 hI(i) (# for both training and test time)
I ĥj = GRU(hI(j−1)), use ĥj as the summary representaion sj

→ GRU can capture a non-linear aggregation of the sentences
selected until time step j-1
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Experiments and Results

I Evaluation : using differernt variants of the Rough metric
computed with respect to the gold abstractive summaries.

– Rouge-1 : refers to the overlap of 1-gram(each word) between
the system and reference summaries.

– Rouge-2 : refers to the overlap of bigrams between the system
and reference summaries.

– Rouge-L : Longest Common subsequence.
I Experimental Settings

– 100 dimensional word2vec
– Limit the vocabulary size to 150K and maximum sentence

length to 50 words.
– Fix model’s hidden state size at 200

I Two datasets : Daily Mail corpus, Out-of-Domain DUC 2002
corpus.
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Experiments and Results(Daily Mail Corpus)

I Two Models achieve state-of-art performances.
I Classifier architecture is better than Selector architechture.
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Experiments and Results(Out-of-Domain DUC 2002
corpus)

I Two Models achieve state-of-art performances.
I Classifier architecture is better than Selector architechture.
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Experiments and Results

I The original sentence ordering is perhaps advantageous in
document summarization since there is a smooth sequential
discourse structure in news stories starting.

I If it is true, in scenarios where sentence ordering is less
sturcture → the selector architecture would be better.
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Experiments and Results : Interpretability

I Proposed models are not only very interpretable, but also
achieve state-of-the-art performence.

I Above table shows the learned importance weights
corresponding to various abstract features for deep sentence
selector.

I It learns very small weight for the positional features, which is
exactly whay one expects.
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Experiments and Results : Interpretability

I A representative document along with normalized scores from
the deep classifier model

I In the columns are the normalized scores from each of the
abstract features as well as final prediction probability.
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Experiments and Results : Interpretability

I Removing any of the features results in a small loss in
performance.

I For the deep classifer, content and redundacy seem to matter
the most.

I For the deep selector, dropping positional features hurts the
most.
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